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The existence of a Socialist party was, as we have seen, no barrier
to such a development, but actually a condition of it, and the
existence of extremism was not a menace to a strong state, but
actually a factor in coalescence.* It was only by the development
of this or a similar doctrine that there was any hope of breaking
the power of the party committees,, a power whose existence
was now being ever more widely recognized as a positive obstacle
to good government, and beginning to be recognized as a menace
to the democratic system.
For German political life the year 1926 had been largely a
wasted year, but in other ways it had been a year of valuable ex-
perience, for it had wakened the politicians up to a sense that things
were very far wrong with the system. They had at last recognized
that after eight years of republicanism the republic was anything
but consolidated. The problem here is often summed up in the
rather misleading phrase, "a republic without republicans." It
is true in the sense that the republican form of government was
not the result of popular demand, much less of popular conviction*
but had been imposed on Germany because of the completeness
with which autocracy had abdicated, and because the only other
alternative was a dictatorship of the Left, It is also true in the
sense that there was no conscious process of republicanization,
nor any growth of natural enthusiasm for the republic; it had
become acceptable simply by familiarity* and its maintenance and
its existence had been secured for reasons that had nothing at
all to do with the strength of republican sentiment. But what is
also true is that the active opposition to it was less due to dislike
of republicanism than to dislike of its personnel. That opposition
was led by a class deprived of and anxious to recover privilege;
the objection was not to a republic, but to a democratic republic.
By their acceptance of the republic the anti-democratic elements
had transferred the battle for democracy from the parlours of
conspirators to the polls. It is, one thinks, true to say that so
far the nation had demanded only government and prosperity*
although it had never really got the former and only belatedly
the latter; that it was not fundamentally interested in the form of
* vide, e.g. p. 207,

